OUTSIDE INTERESTS

Interior and furniture designer Walter Attaway, who also owns home goods store and design studio Walter Attaway The Shop in Southampton, shares pieces that bring elements of nature from the outside in.

1. "The paneled quadrants of this bench-made cabinet historically evoke the patina of formal French gardens. I based this custom piece on a French midcentury original and selected knobs of free-formed amethyst clusters to play off the cabinet's geometry." Cabinet by Walter Attaway Braxton, $18,500, at Walter Attaway The Shop, 43 Jobs Lane, Southampton, walterattaway.com

2. "The design of this table has been carefully considered. The thick agate specimen presents like the jewel of a ring, prong-set in a timeless base." Quinn table, price upon request, at Matthew Studios, matthewstudiosny.com

3. "Though crafted in bronze, these sconces seem to float effortlessly from the wall. They almost seem enchanted, as if the delicate tendrils might live and continue to grow into the room." Lighter Than Air candle sconces by Mariana Kennedy, price upon request, at Kitty Clay, 27 W. Main St., Southampton, kittyclay.com

4. "The wooden stamp for this piece was crafted from a 10-foot section of an elm tree, accounting for the impressive scale. I delight in the artist's uncommon choice to leave the live edge on the woodblock so that the fish migrate along the naturalistic form. "Emigration" woodblock print by Julian Meredith, price upon request, at Yew Tree House Antiques, 1stdibs.com

5. "Hundreds of real feathers were used to create wax molds for the bronze casting of this remarkably detailed and highly versatile stool." Bronze feather stool/ side table by Erin Sullivan, price upon request, at Todd Merrill Studio, toddmerrillstudio.com

6. "A subtle reference to the ocean reef, this handmade fire screen is high art with a practical bent." Reef fire screen by Claire Crowe Collections, $4,200, at Walter Attaway The Shop